
 

1.6.19 Do I Have to Make Choices? 

Discussion Guide 

Get Started 

Welcome. Whether it was wonder, womp, quiet, rush, connection, distance, surprise, worry… or some 
combination of it all - you made it through Christmas and into 2019! Breath a big sigh and give yourself 
a pat on the back. Take a minute each on your own to jot down two lists of words: 

● words that describe your holiday “break” 
● words that get at why you decided to accept the invitation to be here 

 
As you introduce  yourselves, invite everyone to share a word from each list with a brief explanation. 
 
This is a space where your messy realities, hopes and intentions can all belong. Review the ground rules 
on the back. Talk in 2’s or 3’s then as a group: Which really resonate for you? Any tweaks or additions for 
this season together? 
  

Reflect & Discuss  
Any initial reactions or questions from this week’s message to put on the table? 

● Things we tell ourselves thinking that we can be excepted from the consequences of our choices: 
I don’t have to show up on time for work every day…exercise regularly, watch what I eat, I’m doing just 
fine. He/She will change.  I don’t need to say no ask for help.  Relate to any of these? Add to the list? 

● The Bible is often seen as distant from today’s reality, but Greg described it as “dragging us toward 
reality.”Have someone read James 1.22-25. What do you hear in this? Is this good news? 

● We think the Short-Term, Superficial, Immediate Gratification route is easier and more satisfying. Is it? 
Maybe sometimes? I think we can all relate.  How can this actually lead to harder, more 
complicated and self-denying lives in the long term? 

● “You don’t need to change, you need to be yourself.”  The final point of the message. What do you 
think? Why is this so hard? Why is it so easy for cats, dogs, trees and kids? 

 
Close 

What is something you will take away from this time? Leave space for everyone to contribute.   

Show Up. Expect Growth. Build Trust 
Be present.   Share only what you want when you want.   Confidentiality.   Respect. 

Questions over answers.   Wonder over judgement.   Do you.   Welcome silence. 

https://www.fabricmpls.com/4-big-decisions
https://www.fabricmpls.com/podcast/


 
 

 
Show Up. Expect Growth. Build Trust. 

Ground Rules for significant relationships 
 

Be present as fully as possible (doubts/convictions, fears/hopes, failings/successes; 
listening/speaking, giving/receiving...).  

Share only what you want when you want. It’s your call.  

Confidentiality. Always ask before sharing anything outside the group, even if it is with the most 
supportive of intentions. 

Respect others by avoiding the temptation to interpret, correct or offer unsolicited advice. 

Questions over answers. Practice responding with honest, open questions.   

Wonder over judgement. Starting to feel judgmental? Get curious. I wonder what’s behind that 
perspective. I wonder what my own strong reaction might mean.  

Do you. You learn from others for sure, but this is a unique chance to pause and listen to what’s 
going on in you. This is perhaps the most simple (yet difficult) and potent thing you will do - for 
yourself and your group. 

Welcome silence.  The world is noisy enough. After someone talks, take a breath and let Silence 
have a voice in your Group. 

 

 

 

The use of agreements allows all members to have 
a free and profound exchange, to respect a 

diversity of views, and to share responsibility for 
the well-being and direction of the group.  
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